
2-2-7 Enoshima, Fujisawa-shi, Kanagawa

Hours vary depending on the establishment.

No designated parking (Chargeable car park located nearby)

https://shotengai-kanagawa.com/mall/shonan/syo-fujisawa/mall365.html

Address

Opening Hours

Availability of Parking

URL

Tourist Attraction No.

Shonan

Fujisawa City

2018.1

Kanagawa sightseeing charm creation conference

Explanation of
 Tourist Attraction

This historic shopping street stretches over the pathway from the entrance of Enoshima Island to Enoshima 

Shrine and is the main tourist street in Enoshima.The street, which is on a gentle slope, is lined with traditional 

Japanese inns, restaurants, souvenir shops and other stores, creating a lively atmosphere. Very popular among 

tourists are the wide variety of local seafood including whitebait, Japanese spiny lobsters, Sashimi sliced law 

fish, horned turbans and Asian hard clams as well as souvenir items such as the famous Japanese 

confectionery Meoto Manju and octopus crackers. Since Enoshima is a historic tourist area, this shopping 

street has many long-established businesses that use select ingredients and cooking methods to satisfy your 

appetite. You can leisurely walk around Enoshima Island while enjoying gourmet food from door to door.

All year

Group Individual

Recommended Season

Group/Individual Mark

Europe, North America, Oceania, AsiaTarget Regions

Access

Time Required 4 hours

Goal Yokohama Station (JR Line), Tokyo (various areas)

Start Yokohama Station (JR Line), Tokyo (various areas)

・15-minutes' walk from Enoshima Station on 
Enoden Line.
・15-minutes' walk from Shonan-Enoshima 
Station on Shonan Monorail.
・10-minutes' walk from Katase-Enoshima 
Station on Odakyu Enoshima Line.

JR Line [Yokohama Station] / various Tokyo 

areas +++ Odakyu Line [Katase-Enoshima 

Station] … Enoshima Aquarium … 

(15-minutes' walk) … Enoshima Benzaiten 

Nakamisedori street … Enoshima Island Spa 

… (10 minutes) … Katase Subanadori Street 

… Enoden Line [Enoshima Station] +++ JR 

Line [Yokohama Station] / various Tokyo 

areas

Nearby Sightseeing Spot

＜Shopping Arcade / Gourmet＞

Enjoy a gourmet walk of Enoshima specialties

Enoshima Benzaiten
Nakamise-dori Street

1972

selling point Enjoy local gourmet specialties and shopping on a historic shopping street.  

Specific Model Route Details

Individual

Miyaji Pork
A pig farmer in Shonan performs 
comprehensive management of 
his pork from production to sales!  
Miyaji Pork is rare brand-name 
pork of limited availability, of 
which only 100 pigs are sold to the 
market each month.

Enoshima Island Spa
The outdoor and indoor spa 
pool areas, where bathing suits 
are required, are enjoyable for 
both groups and couples. From 
the natural hot spring 
"Fujimiyu", you can view both 
Mt. Fuji and the ocean.
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